
World Science - Cites 

It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the 

one that is the most adaptable to change. -Charles Darwin-  

We must, however, acknowledge, as it seems to me, that man with all his noble qualities… still 

bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his lowly origin. -Charles Darwin-  

If the misery of the poor be caused not by the laws of nature, but by our institutions, great is our 

sin. -Charles Darwin-  

What makes us human, I think, is an ability to ask questions, a consequence of our sophisticated 

spoken language. -Jane Goodall-  

The greatest danger to our future is apathy. -Jane Goodall-  

Only if we understand, can we care. Only if we care, we will help. Only if we help, we shall be 

saved. -Jane Goodall- 

Change happens by listening and then starting a dialogue with the people who are doing 

something you don't believe is right. -Jane Goodall-  

Lo peor no es cometer un error, sino tratar de justificarlo, en vez de aprovecharlo como aviso 

providencial de nuestra ligereza o ignorancia. -Ramón y Cajal-  

Al carro de la cultura española le falta la rueda de la ciencia. -Ramón y Cajal-  

La verdad es un ácido corrosivo que salpica casi siempre al que la maneja. -Ramón y Cajal-  

You look at science (or at least talk of it) as some sort of demoralising invention of man, 

something apart from real life, and which must be cautiously guarded and kept separate from 

everyday existence. But science and everyday life cannot and should not be separated. -Rosalind 

Franklin-  

I would willingly go more primitive if it were necessary to preserve my freedom. -Rosalind 

Franklin-  

Natural forces within us are the true healers of disease. -Hippocrates-  

It's far more important to know what person the disease has than what disease the person has. 

-Hippocrates-  

It is not easy to be a pioneer - but oh, it is fascinating! I would not trade one moment, even the 

worst moment, for all the riches in the world. -Elizabeth Blackwell-  

Le premier regard de l’homme jeté sur l’univers n’y découvre que variété, diversité, multiplicité 

des phénomènes. Que ce regard soit illuminé par la science, —par la science qui rapproche 

l’homme de Dieu, —et la simplicité et l’unité brillent de toutes parts. -Louis Pasteur-  

Sans laboratoires les savants sont des soldats sans armes. -Louis Pasteur-  

If you do not know the names of things, the knowledge of them is lost, too. -Carl Linnaeus-  

A professor can never better distinguish himself in his work than by encouraging a clever pupil, 

for the true discovers are among them, as comets amongst the stars. -Carl Linnaeus- 


